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May Welland, beautiful virginal fiancee of Newland Archer, eli- 
gible attorney and man-about-town, and product of 1870 New York's 
beau monde, is the subject of much of the criticism written about Edith 
Wharton's The Age of Innocence, and there are widely divergent views 
as to her role and significance in the novel. Is she, as Elizabeth Ammons 
contends, "still in the nursery ... a precious human burden ... her class's 
ideal of helpless humanity . . . a lovely human doll whose uselessness 
aggrandizes her owner's social standing" (147), or is she, as Margaret B. 
McDowell maintains, "a woman of considerable strength" with "a 
toughness and a tenacity of purpose which show that she is more than 
the clinging, helpless woman so much cherished as the New York 
aristocrats' ideal" (99)? Is she "staid and already completely predictable 
... the tribal member par excellence ... trained to go to any lengths 
to ignore the unpleasant" (Lawson 16, 22), or is she "not the cardboard 
stereotype that Archer perceives" but one with "the potential for growth 
and change . . a person of greater depth than he thought" (Wershoven 
87, 89)? 

Frances Theresa Russell helps answer this critical dilemma by 
pointing out that "Mrs. Wharton belongs to the class of romantico-realistic 
novelists whose main object is to present characters by means of 
situations, employing for this purpose the straight literal method, vivified 
and illumined by occasional imaginative illustrations" (452). She adds that 
"anything and everything is subject to this symbolic treatment" and 
"beginning with physique, she [Wharton] is particularly interested in 
eyes" (457). A close textual analysis of May Welland's physical charac- 
teristics with particular attention to her eyes, therefore, provides suffi- 
cient evidence that she is neither "her class's ideal of helpless humanity" 
nor "a cardboard stereotype," but instead, she is a perceptive, strong- 
willed, and determined woman who develops into "a person of greater 
depth" than Newland Archer could ever have imagined. 

The novel opens at the opera, at a performance of Faust, where 
May is introduced as "a young girl in white" with "warm pink" cheeks 
and dropped eyes, touching her bouquet of lilies-of-the-valley with 
"white-gloved finger-tips."' This detailed description of May's physical 
features coupled with her fiance's rather boastful observation that "she 
doesn't even guess what it's [Faust] all about" (10) provides the reader 
with a clear picture of an ingenuous and demure young girl whom Archer 
hopes to shape into the worldly-wise mold of the married woman with 
whom he has recently had a two-year-long affair. This initial impression 
of May is reinforced when Archer asks her permission to announce their 
engagement at Mrs. Julius Beaufort's annual after-the-opera ball, and she 
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gazes up at him, her face "rosy as the dawn," her dropped eyes "radiant" 
(17). 

At the ball later that evening, May is portrayed as still clutching 
her lilies-of-the-valley, although her face is now pale and her candid eyes 
are burning with excitement, the epitome of helpless feminity. However, 
when Archer whisks her away to the strains of the "Blue Danube" after 
announcing their engagement, Wharton intimates, through a direct refer- 
ence to May's eyes, that there may be more depth and more complexity 
to this young girl than the whiteness, radiance, and goodness that Archer 
is holding in his arms suggests: "Her lips trembled into a smile, but the 
eyes remained distant and serious, as if bent on some ineffable vision" 
(23). 

Nonetheless, Archer sees nothing profound in May's eyes and 
persists in a narrow view of his betrothed. Even when he studies a photo- 
graph of "the frank forehead, serious eyes and gay innocent mouth of 
the young creature whose soul's custodian he was to be" (37), he perceives 
her only as a young woman who knows nothing of the world. Musing 
about the fresh new ideas, interests, and feelings that he hopes to awaken 
in May, he concludes that it will be up to him "to take the bandage from 
this young woman's eyes and bid her look forth on the world" (68). At 
the same time, however, he fears that his fiancee's eyes may never see 
anything new and different if she remains ensconced in her stagnant and 
predictable conventional world. 

Certainly Wharton's description of May's eyes-filled with "a 
bright unclouded admiration" (69)-when Archer talks of their future 
together seems to support his view that nothing problematic will ever 
obscure her childlike vision. Nonetheless, when he proposes that they 
break from convention and elope, May is unaccustomedly assertive as 
she terms the idea "vulgar" and arbitrarily changes the subject. 

Similarly, a short time later, when Archer visits May at St. Augus- 
tine where she is staying with her parents for the winter, he observes only 
that her eyes appear to him "almost pale in their youthful limipidity" and 
that her face seems to possess "the vacant serenity of a young marble 
athlete" (115). However, she is obviously disturbed by the intensity of 
the kiss with which he greets her. Fully aware that there is an urgency 
in her fiance that was not evident before, May blushes and deliberately 
draws away from him. For his part, Archer attempts to alleviate her 
embarrassed response by encouraging her to talk of "familiar and simple 
things" (116). Now that he has met and is attracted to her charming 
worldly-wise cousin, Ellen, (the pariah of the family, who is presently 
seeking a divorce from her husband, a ne'er-do-well Polish count), he 
does not want May doomed to an innocence "that seals the mind against 
imagination and the heart against experience!" (118) 

But May is not as naive as Archer believes. When, at their next 
meeting, he suggests that they advance the date of their wedding, May's 
hitherto blank, unclouded, limpid eyes suddenly become "eyes of such 
despairing clearness" (120). She asks if his request is occasioned by a 
change in his feelings for her-whether he still cares for her, or if, in fact, 
there is another woman. Perceptive enough to realize that their rela- 
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tionship has become less intense since their engagement, she does not 
wish to make a mistake by advancing the date of their wedding. No 
longer the trembling-lipped ingenue at her engagement ball, May is now 
portrayed with "resolutely steadied lips" (121) speaking out with strength 
and determination: 

One hears and one notices-one has one's own feelings and ideas. 
... I couldn't have my happiness made out of a wrong-an unfairness- 
to somebody else. And I want to believe that it would be the same with 
you. What sort of a life could we build on such foundations? (121) 

Her painful discourse continues as she urges her fiance to return 
to his former paramour if that is what he wishes to do. Archer is startled 
and dizzied by her "quiet lucidity" (120) and protests that there is no other 
woman in his life. With his pronouncement, May flushes with joy, and 
her eyes become "full of happy tears" (122). Sadly, Archer erroneously 
assumes that the new May, who had just displayed such unexpected 
boldness and insight, has suddenly faded away and been replaced by 
the "helpless and timorous" (122) girl he had previously judged her to 
be. Consequently, he becomes dejected by "the vanishing of the new 
being who had cast that one deep look at him from her transparent eyes" 
(122-23). 

Although Wharton has described May's eyes thus far as "bright," 
"light," "limpid," "too-clear," and only once as "distant and serious," now 
for the first time, she categorizes them as "transparent," a designation 
alerting the reader to heed the deep-seated strength and "tenacity of 
purpose" that will be more openly demonstrated by May and reflected 
in her most prominent physical feature. 

Certainly May seems uncharacteristically manipulative in the 
months that follow. Fearful of her fiance's growing attachment to her 
cousin, Ellen, she deliberately moves up her wedding date. Unknown 
to her, however, by the time Archer receives her letter requesting this 
change, he has already declared his love to Ellen. Nonetheless, as a man 
of honor and tradition (a tradition he had previously urged May to reject), 
Archer proceeds with the wedding on the date May requests. 

Nonetheless, Ellen remains a formidable presence, and just the 
mention of her name, even after the wedding, causes May's eyes to react, 
her color to rise. When Ellen's name is introduced into the conversation 
at her mother-in-law's Thanksgiving Day dinner, for example, a "sudden 
blush" appears on May's face that "surprised her husband as much as 
the other guests about the table" (207). Wharton describes the blush as 
"permanently vivid" (207) and notes its significance. Archer terms it 
"menacing" (211) but chooses to ignore the reason for its appearance. 

Again, later that evening, he seems oblivious to his wife's reaction 
to his announcement that he must travel to Washington, where Ellen is 
presently staying. May's face pales as she questions whether he is going 
on business, yet she looks him "straight in the eyes with her cloudless 
smile" (212) and even suggests that he visit Ellen while he is there. Her 
smile may be "cloudless," but her mind is neither cloud-free, nor "still 
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in the nursery." May is fully aware of her husband's feelings for Ellen, 
yet she wisely neither accuses nor objects to his trip. 

Instead, she exploits the "slight stroke" her grandmother suffers 
to delay and perhaps even cancel his departure. After requesting that her 
husband go "straight to Granny's," May's face is pale but "smiling" (215). 
When Ellen is also summoned to New York because of Granny's illness, 
Archer lies to his wife that his case has been postponed, and May, aware 
of his deceit, looks directly at her husband once more and courageously 
suggests that he meet Ellen when she arrives at the train station. Her eyes 
are again prominent in this scene, only on this occasion Wharton describes 
them for the first time in yet another dimension-their color-to mirror 
May's mood as she bids her husband goodbye: "'Goodbye, dearest,' she 
said, her eyes so blue that he wondered afterward if they had shone on 
him through tears" (225). 

The following evening, May's physical appearance continues to 
reflect her inner spirit-her face remains wan and pallid, and her eyes, 
still damp, "kept the blue dazzle of the day before" (232). Her husband 
is aware of her sad and listless state, but because he is annoyed with her 
for not openly discussing her feelings with him (although he feels no need 
to reveal his to her), he irritatingly presumes that she, too, is wearied by 
their monotonous and passionless lives. Settling back with a volume of 
history, he broods over her lack of interest in literature and erroneously 
concludes, as he is wont to do, that he would always know his wife's 
thoughts and that "never, in all the years to come, would she surprise 
him by an unexpected mood, by a new idea, a weakness, a cruelty or 
an emotion" (234). 

But May's mood is quite changed a week later when she returns 
home after having a long talk with her cousin Ellen. Unpredictably, she 
caresses her husband as she enters, and he is astonished. He notices that 
she is sparkling and animated. She blushes, and a rosy glow brightens 
her face, not unlike that which shone forth at St. Augustine when she 
questioned him about the reason for advancing their wedding date. On 
that occasion, her eyes were filled with happy tears when he reassured 
her there was no other woman in his life. Now, her eyes are "the same 
swimming blue" (251) as they were on the day Archer went to pick up 
Ellen at the train station, yet he also perceives in them that same profound 
insight that surfaced for only a moment in Florida when she reached 
"beyond the usual range of her vision." And the blush Archer termed 
"menacing" at the Thanksgiving Day dinner has reappeared. 

Wharton's description suggests that the unclouded radiance in 
May's eyes that was evident during her naive, unsophisticated girlhood 
days has been replaced by a "unnatural vividness" (250) resulting from 
her husband's obvious fascination with her beautiful and charming 
cousin. Unfortunately, because Archer has already become deeply in- 
volved with Ellen, he does not notice the physical manifestations sig- 
nalling the changes that have taken place in his wife since their marriage. 
As Carol Wershoven points out: 

lie is too concerned with his own situation, and thus, even after marriage, 
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will not make the best of what he considers a bad bargain. Even when 
Archer recognizes in his wife "the same reaching towards something 
beyond the usual range of her vision" that he had seen in his fiancee, 
and remembers "the passionate generosity latent under that incurious 
calm," he ignores it. . ... "he had long given up trying to disengage her 
real self from the shape into which tradition and training had moulded 
her." (87-88) 

On the following night, May surprises her husband again at a 
performance of Faust, the opera performed on the night their engage- 
ment was announced. Her eyes are shining once more, and she is dressed 
in her white satin and lace wedding dress, a dress that she has seldom 
worn during the two years of their marriage. Archer is reminded of their 
wedding, which is precisely May's intention, but he also recalls her 
courageous declaration in Florida that she would not want to marry him 
if she knew he loved another woman. He decides, therefore, that he must 
finally be honest with his wife and tell her of his love for Ellen. Feigning 
a headache, he requests that they leave the opera at once. May pales, 
obviously aware of his intention, but her face, in spite of its pallor, has 
"a curious tranquillity of expression that seem[s] drawn from some secret 
inner source" (256). 

At home, as Archer begins to blurt out Ellen's name, his wife 
interrupts him with the news that her cousin is returning to Europe. All 
the while, she looks directly at him with her resolute transparent eyes, 
a designation given them when she demonstrated in Florida an unchar- 
acteristic boldness and assertiveness. Now she lowers her expressive eyes, 
but a "fugitive flush" (257) passes over her face. After showing him Ellen's 
letter, she tells him of her warm friendly visit with her cousin the previous 
day, but she purposefully omits a crucial detail of their conversation. May, 
here as elsewhere, seems a strategist of the sharpest kind as Archer's 
declaration to her is checked. 

And May continues to display a toughness and tenacity of purpose 
in the days that follow. At Ellen's farewell dinner-which May planned- 
even Archer catches "the glitter of victory in his wife's eyes" (269). 
Nonetheless, after the guests have departed, he once more attempts to 
tell her that he must get away from everything and ultimately join Ellen. 
May, "all dew and roses" (272), interrupts him before he can proceed. 
Demurely hiding her face, she tells him that she is pregnant. Then, with 
"blood flushing up to her forehead" (272), she also discloses that she 
revealed her conditon to Ellen during their long conversation two weeks 
before. When her husband questions her further, she admits to not having 
been certain at that time, but with "blue eyes wet with victory" (272), 
she exclaims that now she knows she was correct. 

Consequently, Archer, a man of honor and tradition, displays the 
same steadfast character of two years before when May advanced the 
wedding date. He remains with his wife and forsakes the woman he loves. 

Ironically, years later, long after May's death giving birth to their 
third child, he discovers that his wife had told her eldest son the day 
before she died that once, at her request, his father had given up the thing 
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he most wanted. Archer is stunned by this new insight into May's char- 
acter, for throughout their marriage, he had persisted in his judgment 
that she was incapable of an unexpected mood or a new idea or emotion, 
that in fact, she lacked imagination and was "incapable of growth" (276). 
As Margaret B. McDowell points out: 

His egocentric temperament, which limits his imagination, prevents him 
from seeing May as a woman instead of a stereotype. He never sees that 
what he calls "her abysmal purity" is a myth largely of his own 
formulation-one that underestimates her intelligence and the extent of 
her worldly knowledge. (98) 

Had he reflected carefully on the circumstances of his hasty 
wedding ceremony as well as on the details leading to his final parting 
with Ellen, perhaps Archer would have seen evidence of his wife's 
"potential for growth and change" while she was still alive. Certainly 
May's ingenuity was not lacking in that final scene with her son when 
she told him that it was at her request that his father had given up what 
he had wanted most. 

Wharton's intention and meaning as to May's role and significance 
in the novel, therefore, seem clear. The toughness and tenacity, the depth 
of feeling and strength of character were always present in May, and 
Wharton provides clear evidence of these characteristics in her symbolic 
treatment of May's expressive eyes. 

Quinnipiac College 

NOTES 

1. Edith Wharton, The Age of Innocence (New York: Modern Library, 1920), 
9. Subsequent references are to this text. 
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